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Balkan Bulgarian Airlines Tupolev TU-154 LZ-BTA arrives on Stand,  Manchester May 31, 1975

A selection of photographs taken  
over the years by Paul Tomlin
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Newly painted Emirates A380, A6-EEU, advertising the Dubai Expo, made its first visit to Manchester October 5th & again 6th, 2021.
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Etihad Boeing 787-9, A6-BND, operating the airline’s daily Manchester service from Abu Dhabi. 
photos by © Paul Tomlin    Manchester Airport : September 20, 2021



Etihad Boeing 787-9, A6-BND, operating the airline’s daily Manchester service from Abu Dhabi. 
photo by © Paul Tomlin           Manchester Airport : September 20, 2021



Dan-Air HS748 G-AXVG departs off Stand on Pier ‘A’, 
Manchester : June 9, 1975.  photo by © Paul Tomlin
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Westland WG.30 G-OGAS was based at Humberside alongside another WG.30 G-KATE 
operating to the offshore rigs in the North Sea.   photo by © Paul Tomlin : August 7, 1983
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Production platforms in the British Gas ‘Rough Field’ segment of the  
North Sea, piping gas to the Easington onshore complex : May 30  1985.



Hawarden Aviation Services - Aviation Park Group

photos by © Paul Tomlin  
March 2012

(Above) With the sell-off of the BAe125 design and production rights  
to Raytheon (USA), 125 activity was concentrated at this separate  
Hawker Beechcraft site, away from the original factory, where the  
majority of 125s were once produced. Marshall Aerospace acquired  
the facility in 2013, closing it three years later. Aircraft maintenance  
continues with Aerocare Aviation Services at the Aviation Park.

CHESTER HAWARDEN

Many changes have taken place over 
the decades since the de Havilland 
Aircraft Company became part of 
Hawker Siddeley Aviation in the early 
1960s. A later name change to British 
Aerospace followed, as the major UK 
aircraft manufacturers became one. 

Today BAe is referred to as BAE 
Systems and the Broughton factory is 
operated by Airbus UK, making wings 
for the Airbus family of airliners.

Hawker Beechcraft / Marshall Aerospace
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Manx Airlines Fokker F-27, G-IOMA, at Ronaldsway, Isle of Man, awaiting its next flight : November 11, 1982.
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Itavia Handley Page Herald I-TIVE taxies out for a 06 departure to Rimini.       Manchester : May 22, 1966



Peter Teichman starts up P-51D Mustang G-SIJJ ‘Jumping Jacques’ for his display at 
Oulton Park motor racing circuit.       photo by © Paul Tomlin : Sleap : August 4, 2013.
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AVAIR Short 330 operating the Dublin - Blackpool scheduled service : July 2,1983



Dan-Air Comet 4C G-AYVS - ‘Victor Silvester’ to the cabin crew  -  Manchester : October 10, 1976 .        photo by © Paul Tomlin



Dan-Air Comet 4B G-ARJN - ‘Juliet Noddy’ to the cabin crew  -  Manchester : October 10, 1976 .        photo by © Paul Tomlin



photo by © Paul Tomlin : October 6, 2021

Pictured departing to Battersea, Agusta-Westland AW-169, G-CMCL, was visiting Barton in connection with the  
Conservative Party Conference being held in Manchester. The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak was on board.



Julian Mills test flying his own designed MH-1 helicopter at Area 52 in July 2006.              photo by © Paul Tomlin



Mainair Blade G-59-5 in use as a test-bed  
for the Jabiru engine flight trials.  

Manchester-Barton : January 14, 1997. 
photo by © Paul Tomlin
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Colin Bodill and John Bridge check out the first Mainair Sea Alpha on Hollingworth Lake, near Rochdale : April 8, 1992. 
The Sea Alpha variant had customers in Canary Islands, Bulgaria and Italy.



One of Barton’s more colourful  
residents : Tipsy Nipper G-AWJE     

 photo by © Paul Tomlin



Visiting private AS355 Twin Squirrel, G-MOBI made an overnight stay at Barton, June 19/20 2002, parking in front of the Tower. 

During a pre-flight inspection the following morning, air gun pellet indentations were found in the fuselage. At the time the  
Greater Manchester Police operated a Twin Squirrel from the airfield and it was presumed that this was the likely target.
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June 21, 2002 : a relatively quiet Friday afternoon at Manchester 
Barton, Runway 20 RH in use.  A PA-28 and a Thruster 3-axis 
microlight were flying visual circuits : a solo student in Mainair’s 
Thruster G-BZBG and a LAC instructor carrying out a currency 
check in based privately owned PA-28 Cherokee, G-AVFP. 

The collision occurred on short finals. G-BZBG was cut in two by 
the PA-28. The Cherokee’s propeller slicing through the Thruster’s 
tubular tail boom. The Thruster’s cockpit and wing flipped over 
the top of the PA-28 as it descended.  

With a bent fin and rudder, the Cherokee was able to make a 
successful landing straight ahead on 20. but the microlight pilot 
suffered serious injuries and his aircraft was destroyed. 

all photos by © Paul Tomlin           Full AAIB report here.

Mainair Flying School’s first Thruster was G-MZFO,  
later joined by G-BZBG.        photo by © Paul Tomlin

http://www.edendale.co.uk/download/Piper_PA-28-140__G-AVFP_and_Thruster__G-BZBG_1-03.pdf
http://www.edendale.co.uk/download/Piper_PA-28-140__G-AVFP_and_Thruster__G-BZBG_1-03.pdf


The Thruster pilot estimated his height to be approximately 100 feet at the time of collision. He recalled hearing a thud, being  
violently thrown around and falling vertically towards the ground, impacting the threshold numbers of Runway 20.
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all photos by © Paul Tomlin

AAIB delegated on site 
investigation to David Duckworth, 

Chris Copple, Mark Jackson,  
Paul Tomlin.

(Top) sister aircraft in use to show 
PA-28 impact strikes. 

(Above) Thruster rudder hinge  
rod and fin tip G-BZBG. 

(Left) Puncture hole below  
PA-28 port wing from impact   

with fin top G-BZBG.



BAF Handley Page Herald G-BCZG landing at Manchester to complete the airline’s first scheduled service to Rotterdam. 
 Manchester : June 1, 1985    photo by © Paul Tomlin
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British Island Airways (BIA), Herald G-APWF, at the airline’s Blackpool engineering base -  photo by © Paul Tomlin : March 6, 1978. 



At the time  
Claire was a Flying 

Instructor with  
MSF Aviation, 
operating from 

Manchester Airport. 

 photos by ©  
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MANCHESTER AIRPORT           
photo by © Paul Tomlin : 

June 24, 1993



Operating the Lufthansa freight schedule, All-Air DC-4, D-ADAB, taxies out for a 06 departure at Manchester : April 18, 1967. 
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British Airways Concorde G-BOAB making a overnight stay at Liverpool : December 6, 1986. 
photo by © Paul Tomlin  



BAE Woodford airfield was sold in December 2011. Over the following years, as a signed up 
member of the demolition team, I was able to make a detailed record of the demolition work 
taking place. 

There were many locations to cover, each unique. One such adventure which comes to mind 
was saving the 'AVRO' signage located on the exterior walls by the entrance to Avro House. 

Normally I obtained advanced warning of forthcoming site knock downs by either viewing the 
time-line plan pinned on the office wall, or from the machine operatives themselves, once out 
in the field, you had to be ready for surprises and the unexpected. 

May 13, 2015 : demolition is continuing on Avro House. The East Wing was already down, and 'Jaws' was soon to start on the centre 
block. A typical work pattern would see the outer sheeting stripped away and RSJ frame work cut and dropped, followed by cutting 
the valuable steel into smaller sections for removal by road - eventually to be shipped to China. At the same time bricks and concrete 
rubble were moved to stockpiles for crushing and later use. 

A check with machine driver Darren, late in the afternoon, on when he was to make a start on the centre block brought forth a "not 
today" reply. It was to be another day focusing on moving metal and making a bit of working room.  

Over near the Flight Sheds piles of rubble awaited the crusher. Occasional glances were made across the former runway in the 
direction of the north side activity, which was concentrating on the loading of metal scrap onto a constant stream of heavy duty artics. 
The day was rapidly drawing to a close, time to go home. But wait ! What's that ? Away in the distance an hydraulic arm is reaching 
up and the East brick wall of Avro House starts tumbling to ground level : Jaws looks to be back in knock down mode ! 

A quick drive back along the boundary perimeter taxiway (now labelled the 'Blue Route') found a very late change of plan gathering 
momentum. Darren, unexpectedly, had just been given the go-ahead to demolish the centre section, which included the 'Avro' walls. 
Unfortunately in the time it took to get back, the top of the East wall was already on the ground, along with its now mangled lettering.  

A quick conversation with Darren resulted in a spur-of-the-moment plan to save the West wall ‘AVRO'. This was not as easy as it may 
first appear. The letters had been securely fixed to the brickwork and had long stood the test of time in that position. They were going 
to be difficult to budge without causing damage and defeating the exercise to preserve them in as good a condition as would allow. 

Fortunately the skilled hands of an expert driver with a delicate touch, saw Jaws carefully lift and pull each letter away from the wall, 
then pivot round, lowering its arm to hand me the letter to unhook and remove to safety. I must say standing inches away from an 
enormous live tracked machine does focus ones attention somewhat ! But it was all over in minutes. Job done !

SAVING AVRO 



photos by © Paul Tomlin : Woodford : May 13, 2015.

And so it came to pass, 'AVRO' was saved,  
and lives on as a featured display on a raised grass  

banking at the Avro Heritage Museum. 
photo below by Paul Tomlin : February 25, 2018
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photo by © Paul Tomlin  
July 3. 2015

Avro House was here.


